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1 Background and Rationale 
 
The design and creation of the Land Parcel Identification System is a task of considerable 
volume and complexity. Having the task to cover at minimum the whole agriculture area 
available in a given country and to describe the land cover (land use) characteristics with very 
high level of detail, the implementation of the LPIS faces different challenges with respect to its 
targeted thematic quality.   The design of the LPIS depends on the character of the agriculture 
system applied, which in turn is influenced by the geographic location, the variety of landscape, 
the type of relief, the contact with different climatic zones and other bio-physical and socio-
economic factors. 
 
The LPIS implementation in EU member states is a mixture of different approaches all aiming to 
provide the best solution for channelling the EU aids in agriculture considering the local 
specificities (Kay, Milenov, 2007). Since each EU Member State or Candidate Country has a 
unique combination of particular landscape, specific agronomic practices, cultural traditions and 
social and economic conditions, there is no “one-fits-all” solution. MS Administrations apply 
various types of reference parcels – from cadastral parcel to topographic block. Some countries 
even apply more than one type of reference parcel in different regions or at different moments 
in time.  The choice of the type of reference parcel is crucial, as it dictates and defines the way 
how the LPIS will be created and maintained. For many countries, a previous pilot study 
concluded that the best option for its reference parcel would be the physical block. Usually, 
physical blocks are land units of homogeneous agricultural land delineated by well-identifiable 
and relatively stable physical boundaries of land cover and land use. These are in fact 
production blocks holding land cultivated by more than one farmer. Physical blocks are one of 
the most generalised reference objects used, but they tend to be stable over time and easier to 
manage in terms of the update workflow cycle, with the result that it is one of the most widely 
used types in the EU MS (Kay, Milenov, 2007).  A particular characteristic of these reference 
parcels is that they are defined independently from the farmer activity. Therefore the primary 
source of information for their creation is not the farmer, but the reference cartographic material, 
such as the up-to-date orthoimagery. As the farmer plays a secondary role in the creation and 
subsequent update of the LPIS, it is the National Administration that should be in charge of the 
establishment and regular maintenance of the reference parcel using an optimal cycle of 
orthophoto update.  The physical block is an efficient solution for countries with high dynamics 
of land use pattern, such as Turkey (Kadioğullari, Başkent, 2008), Bulgaria and Romania. This 
type has proved to be effective also where there is a strong process of land fragmentation and 
a large number of farmers to manage. Finally, they provide a much more homogeneous 
solution compared with cadastral systems, especially if the cadastral pattern varies regionally. 
The JRC pilot studies on the use of remote sensing for On-The-Spot Checks (OTSC) and on 
the LPIS implementation, conducted in Bulgaria by ReSAC, provided enough evidence that a 
properly defined physical block, together with accurate and detailed reference material, is well 
adapted for the farmers to locate and properly declare their land during the application process. 
The physical block system has certain advantages from the other reference parcels which are 
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important in countries with heterogeneous land structures, different agricultural practices, large 
areas and big number of farmers. 
 
However, the implementation of the physical block system also has its organizational 
challenges and technical issues. Since its creation is the responsibility of the Administration, it 
requires the provision of full and seamless coverage of up-to-date reference orthoimagery and 
the setting up of a mapping team of highly skilled and experienced operators working to a well-
established set of photo-interpretation guidelines or rules. It requires very good planning and 
management procedures to ensure timely delivery of the digital dataset of reference parcels. 
Last, but not least, it requires the implementation of rigorous procedures for internal quality 
assurance (as well as external quality control).   
Another important property of the physical block is that it does not provide information on the 
location, shape and area of individual agricultural parcels within the area it represents. Although 
this does not prevent the reference parcel from fulfilling its purpose – unambiguous localization 
and eligible area quantification – it might create problems during the administrative crosschecks 
if the reference parcel contains too many agricultural parcels, belonging to different farmers. 
Therefore, the physical blocks should be designed in such a way as to contain a reasonable 
and manageable number of agricultural parcels.  
Also, the lack of spatial information on the specific agricultural parcel can be an issue for the 
on-the-spot controls, especially where there are many specific coupled support schemes 
applied. Hence, an analysis of the specific cropping schemes, their magnitude, distribution and 
effect of the design of the physical block is always advisable. 
 

2 Data Collection 

2.1 Preparation of photo-interpretation guideline 
 
The process of LPIS creation and update based on DOP requires photo-interpretation and 
manual digitisation of the land features that are in the scope of the applied LPIS model.  With 
an average minimum size of the physical block of 0.5 ha and minimum mappable features of 
0.1 ha, this requires a considerable volume of work involving a great number of people. 
Considering the diversity of the European landscape, this means that the proper elaboration of 
interpretation keys and consistent mapping instructions is of paramount importance. The photo-
interpretation guide should take into account all possible agricultural land cover types in the 
particular area of interest with special emphasis on semi-natural and natural grasslands, where 
different intrinsic mixtures of grass and shrubs or trees can be encountered. Thus, the 
calculation of the eligibility values for certain land cover types can be based on the pro-rata 
approach laid down in the new EU CAP. The modelling of the land cover types will be checked 
using the TEGON concept designed by JRC and using the FAO Land cover Classification 
System (LCCS) and the Land Cover Meta Language (LMCL), laid down in ISO 19144-2. A 
specific eligibility profile should be developed for each area of interest following Annex III of 
ETS 5.3 and particularly Section 8 and Table 1. A revision of the project specification might be 
needed.  
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Figure 1: LCML modelling of agriculture classes – E xample with Agro-Forestry, Milenov, Devos, 

TEGON concept, JRC Report, 2014 

 
Draft photo-interpretation guidelines should be extensively discussed with the interpretation and 
digitization team at the initial phase of the mapping. Draft guidelines will be checked for 
completion of the land types included and correct modelling. The guidelines should include 
specific examples. Further inputs to the GIS database can be given in the light of the applied 
LPIS core model. 
 
 
 

Photo-interpretation guidelines should include the following: 
o Analysis of the specific cropping schemes, their magnitude, distribution and 

effect of the design of the reference parcel  
o Definition of reference parcel 
o Rules for digitisation of reference parcels 
o LCCS-based codes and LC profiles of all possible agriculture land cover types, 

with their correspondent eligibility factors. If appropriate the aggregated 
agriculture classes from the minimum mapping legend (point 8.1.6 of ETS Annex 
III) will be used in the land cover interpretation. 

o LCCS-based codes of all eligible landscape features, according to the principles 
laid down in Art. 34 (2) of Comm. Reg 1122/2009 

o LCCS-based codes for the land cover categories of non-agriculture (ineligible) 
features 

o Guidance on how to assess and ensure the temporal stability/sensitivity of 
features 

o Guidance on how to assess and ensure that they do not contain too many 
agriculture parcels 

o Guidance on how to assess and ensure proper reference parcel design 
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o Rules and procedures to ensure topological consistency (between polygons or 
block boundaries) 

o Other relevant information: references, useful links, FAQs, etc. 
 
LC profiles should include: an LCCS or LCML model of each class with a detailed 
description of its components and elements in the strata; real world examples and 
illustrations; and derived photointerpretation keys. 

 
Figure 2: Example of a land cover profile of urban areas, coded in LCML, with derived 
interpretation keys. CBC Project SPATIAL, reference  land cover, Milenov e Al., 2013 
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Figure 3: Elaboration of photointerpretation keys f or different type of pastures derived from LCCS 

codes, Milenov, JRC LPIS QA Training, Tallinn, 2011  

 

 

Particular attention will be paid to those specific agricultural types that represent intrinsic 
functional mix between distinct life forms, where a separate delineation of agricultural and non-
agricultural features is impossible. A typical case is the low-productivity grassland, common in 
semi-mountainous regions of Southern Europe and the Middle East. In such a case the whole 
land feature representing this specific land phenomenon will be delineated as one single 
polygon and the eligible land within will be estimated on the basis of the polygon area multiplied 
by specific preliminary defined reduction coefficient (pro-rata approach).  
 

 
Figure 4: Typical low productivity grassland (rough  grazing). Appendix A of ETS Annex III, 2011 
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2.2 Provision of training on photo-interpretation 
 
Skilled and trained LPIS operators responsible for digitisation are a main key to assure LPIS 
data on required quality level. Theoretical and practical training for the photo-interpretation 
trainers of each contractor, should be organized. Trainers will then transfer the knowledge to 
their operators. 
Training will include necessary evaluation at the end of the training process. In case external 
quality control (ECQ) will show systematic errors at larger scale, additional training will be 
performed to clarify problematic issues. In order to implement successful training, LPIS 
operators should have some initial knowledge of GIS and orthoimage handling. Previous 
experience in large scale land cover mapping will be an asset, as well as good understanding of 
nation-specific agricultural practices and landscape properties. 
 

3 Control LPIS digitisation methodology 
 
The LPIS methodology should be regularly analysed and revised if necessary. Such a revision 
will include detailed analysis of the proposed data model, land cover nomenclature, 
photointerpretation and digitization rules. Any proposed changes of the current methodology will 
be discussed with LPIS custodian. Finally, the agreed and approved methodology should be 
integrated into the photo-interpretation guidelines and circulated within LPIS operators. 
 
 

3.1 Analysis of requirements and definition of procedures 
 
The orthophoto production and the LPIS digitisation can be considered a “specialization” of the 
generic product manufacturing process. Thus, (as shown for the LPIS digitalization below) the 
activities for control and continuous improvement of processes and products should be based 
on the iterative four-step management method PDCA (plan–do–check–act) used commonly in 
business.  
 
In the “PLAN” phase, the methods and processes, such as the draft photo-interpretation 
guidelines and digitisation workflow, necessary to deliver results in accordance with 
expectations, are discussed and revised by EQC team in case an improvement is needed. The 
product specifications may also be subject to update and improvement with respect to 
completeness and accuracy. If possible, a small test trial to demonstrate the possible effects 
can be implemented. 
 
In the “DO” phase, the LPIS digitisation contractors implement the plan and execute the 
process, thus creating the product – batches of spatial datasets containing the reference 
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parcels, selected landscape features and non-agricultural areas. During these activities quality 
records and log files outlining the performance at each step are generated.  
 
In the “CHECK” phase, the resulting products (spatial datasets) are verified against the target 
specifications. The quality records measured and collected in the "DO" phase above are 
compared against the expected performance results (targets or goals from the "PLAN" phase) 
to ascertain any differences. Any deviation in implementation from the plan, as well as its 
appropriateness and completeness, is recorded. Data from several PDCA cycles are 
aggregated and presented graphically in order to convert the raw quality data into information 
needed for the next phase.  
 
In the “ACT” phase, the EQC team proposes and recommend corrective actions, with respect to 
those components of the process and those quality elements where significant negative 
differences between actual and planned results are observed. These recommendations are 
based on the analysis of the observed issues in order to understand their root causes. Changes 
proposed could be related to either improvement of the process or enhancement of the product.  
During the implementation of the LPIS digitisation, the EQC team verify workflow organization 
and internal quality control systems implemented in line with the inception report which has to 
be brought into a common line between photo-interpretation and digitisation operators.  
 
 

 

Figure 5: Continuous quality improvement with PDCA,  Johannes Vietze 
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3.2 Supervision and implementation of random inspections on digitisation 
contractors 

 
The main method (mode) for checking and reporting to the LPIS operators (or external 
contractors) will be the inspection of the production batches they regularly deliver. However, in 
order to apply a more proactive approach and to ensure sustainability of the quality of the 
delivered products – digitised reference parcels - random inspections at the working locations 
or through remote access (TeamViewer) of all digitisation contractors has to be carried out.  
 
These checks are focused on verification of the set-up of the software environment, including all 
required customizations, as well as on checking whether the photointerpretation rules and 
digitisation procedures are respected. The inspection can further comprise check-up of the level 
of training of the personnel carrying out the photo-interpretation and digitisation. The current 
practice shows that such random checks are very useful for the LPIS operators as they provide 
a “fresh” and independent feedback on the production process from a different (i.e. 
supervisor’s) point of view.  
 
The digitisation and update of LPIS parcels is very tedious and long process based on specific 
and complex routines, thus after a certain time the operators usually have an inherited tendency 
to divert from the applied procedures, at the expense of their own subjective vision. As the LPIS 
digitisation and orthophoto activities are interdependent – the quality of the photointerpretation 
strongly depends on the radiometric and geometric quality of the orthoimages - random checks 
of the working premised of the orthophoto contractor should be conducted as well. 
 

 
Figure 6: Example of orthoimage with poor radiometr ic quality due to wrongly applied pan-
sharpening (left); the same image with better radio metric quality once proper pan-sharpening is 
applied (right), Milenov, Wojda, GeoCAP Conference 2011 

To assure that the LPIS is digitised with the required expectations, the following checks should 
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be performed during production: 
 

1. Organization of the project: 
● Sufficient resources for different tasks, 
● Proper planning of activities, 
● Understanding and awareness of difficult and challenging areas to digitize 

(marginal area, mountainous regions), 
● Understanding of requirements by different actors, 
● Quality and completeness of all input data (reference orthoimagery, ancillary 

data), 
● Setting of proper GIS environment  
● Check internal QC procedures, 
● Weak points in the project 

2. Plan and execution of LPIS digitalization 
● Sufficient understanding of photointerpretation guide and mapping instruction 

(incl. photointerpretation keys), 
● Proper handling of difficult land cover types (often subject to pro-rata), 
● Minimum and maximum working visual scale respected, 
● Availability of sufficiently trained operators, 
● Conduction of rapid field visits if needed, 
● Respect of the digitalization plan; mitigation of delays and bottlenecks in working 

schedule, 
● Check of internal QC procedures, 

 

3.3 Reporting of results and recommendations 
After each of the random inspections, an evaluation report should be compiled with all findings 
and recommendations given to the contractors. Results of the inspection can also be organized 
and structured in preliminary defined scorecard tables. 
 
Reporting on supervision of LPIS digitalization process can include: 

• in case some difficulties appear within procedures of production of DEM and DOP, or 
LPIS reference parcels, a detailed report should be sent to LPIS custodian and 
presented if required 

• there should be also prepared proposal for improving problematic procedures 
• in case no problems are found a short report should be produced for a chosen 

photogrammetric block or LPIS batch where the following information presented: 
o name of the block or batch supervising 
o company(s) worked on the block or batch 
o weak points in production but no need for remedial action  
o good points in production 
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4 External Quality Control (EQC) of digitisation results 
 

4.1 Analysis of requirements and definition of procedures 
 
In order to derive the requirements and draft the necessary inspection procedures, two key 
information sources will be explored: 

• The ToR of the EQC project 
• The LPIS model as defined within the LPIS digitisation project. 

 
The LPIS implementation should be checked for conformance against the LPIS Core 
Conceptual Model (LCM), as defined by DG JRC 
(ftp://mars.jrc.ec.europa.eu/LPIS/Documents/10272.pdf). A set of model conformance tests, as 
part of the Model Test Suite (formerly called Abstract Test Suite), should be conducted 
following the guidance document “Conformance test for LPIS Core Model” 
(http://mars.jrc.ec.europa.eu/mars/Bulletins-Publications/Conformance-test-for-LPIS-Core-
Model), as well as the up-to-date guidelines on the DG JRC WikiCAP website. However, it 
should be noted that this LCM was developed to address the common requirements laid down 
in the CAP regulations EC 73R2009 and EC 146R2010 and their supporting work documents. 
At the present time, the JRC is conducting a revision of the LCM to address the modification 
and challenges resulting from the adoption of the new EU CAP post – 2013 (Regulations 
1306/2013 and 1307/2013) and the corresponding implemented and delegated acts. Currently, 
only a compliance check against the “old” and still official LCM can be made.  
 
The control procedures will follow the concept and structure of the flow diagram of the ETS 
inspection procedures as described in Annex II of the ETS v5.3 
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Figure 7: Workflow diagram of the inspection proces s 
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4.2 Controls of data integrity and homogeneity 
 
The control of data integrity and homogeneity will be organized in the following way: 
 

• Check of the structure, integrity and existence/completeness of directories and 
files on the SFTP or data store media received from the digitisation operators or 
contractors. 
First, a check of the readability of the media is conducted. Next, an automated 
check of the directory structures, correctness of file names and labels as they are 
declared by the contractors, is made. The sequence of the checks and the 
results can be reported in a specific table following the principles of the Input 
Data Quality Assessment (IDQA) approach applied for the image delivery in the 
scope of the Control with Remote Sensing Campaign of DG JRC. 

 
• Check if delivered spatial and alphanumeric data is associated with/related only 

to the district declared for delivery by the LPIS operator or contractor. 
 

• Checks of all polygons, lines and possibly points supplied by the digitisation 
operators or contractors, in order to verify that all requested attribute fields are 
filled in with the proper domain values and are in correct format with respect to 
data type and length (in compliance with technical specifications). For these 
checks, automated database verification procedures can be applied. 

 
• If relevant data is available, conformance checks of the actual data can be made 

following certain aspects and principles of the Executable Test Suite (ETS), as 
embedded in Regulation 1306/2013 and Art. 6 of Commission delegated 
regulation on IACS. The scope and nature of these checks, which can be fully 
automated, should be agreed in advance with the LPIS custodian. Some of the 
possible data checks are listed below: 
- Maximum  Eligible Area Recorded (arec) is less than or equal to polygon 

area; 
- Reference parcels with arec>0 should have a type of land cover associated 

with agricultural land (according to the adopted Eligibility Profile); 
- If exclusions (ineligible features inside the reference parcel) are mapped 

within the polygon, their  type of land cover should be associated with non-
agricultural land; 

- Reference parcels with non-agricultural land cover should have arec equal to 
zero. 

 
The EQC team should prepare a report for each batch that has been verified. It will 
contain all observations made and results obtained. The batch must be completely free 
from the errors specified above.  If found, all polygons having data homogeneity errors 
or inconsistency within the batch should be listed in the report and the entire batch of 
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the administrative territory should be delivered back to the LPIS digitisation operator or 
contractor for correction. Once corrected, it will be delivered back to the EQC team for 
new verification. 
 

4.3 Controls of data quality 
 
The control of quality of the spatial and alphanumeric data itself should be organized in 
the following way for each batch (these checks can be fully automated): 
 
A. Control of the entire population of spatial objects (polygons) in the delivered batch 

(district), which should cover the following:  
 

• A check that all polygons within the batch cover the entire area of the 
administrative unit (district), thus no area is left un-digitised. Furthermore, a 
check, based on clearly established rules, should be made that no polygons are 
mapped outside the given district area. All this ensures that there are no overlaps 
or gaps between polygons from different delivered districts and at the separate 
lot borders. All attribute data should refer to the administrative unit (district) 
delivered. 

 
• Borders of polygons should be checked to determine that they are properly 

adjacent with the borders of the administrative units. However, it should be noted 
that if the boundaries of reference parcels at the borders of the district are to be 
aligned with the administrative boundary, there might be certain cases where the 
reference parcel boundary crosses the agricultural parcels. 

 
• All polygons will be checked for geometrical and topological rules (for more 

information, see Section below “Implementation of Geometrical and Topological 
Rules” below).  

 
 
B. Control of the selected representative sample of spatial objects (polygons) in the 

delivered batch (district), which will cover the following:  
 

• A comprehensive check for digitisation and photointerpretation rules. For more 
information see Section “Implementation of Digitisation and Photointerpretation 
Rules” below. 

 
The core objective of the external quality control of the LPIS digitisation is to 
provide the producer with a timely and reliable feedback on the quality of the 
product delivered (batches of reference parcels and associated landscape 
features) in order to support and encourage the producer to deliver products of 
the desired quality. The quality aspects related to the completeness, integrity and 
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topology of the delivered spatial data can be performed quickly through a 
process of automation. However, for the quality aspects related to the quality and 
accuracy of the information extracted from the reference orthoimage, visual 
inspection of the items (reference parcels) against the DOP is required. Although 
some automation is possible, this manual inspection is still the only valid method 
for assessing the LPIS quality as specified in the Executable Test Suite of the 
LPIS Quality Assessment. Such visual inspection cannot be done on 100% of the 
reference parcels if the timeline of the production process and the quality 
feedback (usually within certain days from product delivery to EQC team) has to 
be respected. Therefore, the inspection of the quality of the photointerpretation 
should be based on a representative sample of items following ISO 2859-1.  

 
• Check whether proper land cover category, land cover subcategory, maximum 

area and estimated number of agricultural parcels are correctly assigned. 
 

These visual checks should be compiled in ETS-compliant inspection 
package. The type (category and sub-category) of the land cover features as 
observed on the orthoimage has to be checked against the type recorded in 
the attribute table. For this purpose a proper eligibility profile containing all 
types of agricultural land cover that can be found should be elaborated as 
part of the photo-interpretation guide and Abstract Test Suite (ATS). For the 
non-agricultural land cover types, the 6 generic categories listed in quality 
element 10105 of Annex I of ETS 5.3 can be used.  

 

Figure 8: Mapping of land cover features within the reference  parcel. Non-agricultural land 
cover features (bracken) below 0.1 ha are not delin eated, LPIS QA Scotland, Milenov, 

Devos, LPIS Workshop, Amsterdam, 2011 
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4.4 Implementation of Geometrical and Topological Rules  
 
The verification of the geometrical and topological rules should comprise a series of 
automated checks on different rules and characteristics of the relationships between the 
polygons, lines and points representing the land features. The following checks are 
envisaged: 
 

• First, a check should be made whether there is a presence of multipart polygons 
(one reference parcel ID associated with two distinct spatial objects). 

• As there should be a continuous surface of polygons covering the whole territory, 
in addition to the precise mapping of agricultural land, there must be specific 
polygons representing non-agricultural land as well. They will be subject to full 
geometry and topology check. However, a detailed check of the quality of the 
thematic mapping of non-agricultural areas is generally not necessary. In any 
case, some automated verifications can be conducted to check whether: 
- The land cover codes applied are in line with the predefined non-agricultural 

land categories (minimum 6 categories as specified in Annex III of ETS 
v5.3); 

- That the size of the polygons are reasonable; 
- The land cover mapping of non-agricultural land is in general compliant with 

Pan-European datasets such as Corine Land Cover and the GIO High-
Resolution Layers (if such are available and validated at the time of the 
execution of the EQC project). 
 

• The spatial features (polygons) are representations of certain real-world 
phenomena present at the Earth’s surface, following specific product 
requirements, usually derived from cartography. This representation is achieved 
through a certain degree of abstraction and generalization. Understanding 
correctly the real land features to represent and applying the prescribed 
digitisation rules accordingly, are key prerequisites for successful digital mapping 
of the real world.  Also, creating polygons with too many vertices due to too large 
viewing scale during digitisation will be a burden on the database, as it requires 
more storage space and more computing capacity. In this respect, an overall 
check of the shape of the resulting polygons should be performed with respect to 
excessive density of polygon vertices (abundance of vertices per unit of length) 
and their relative position, aiming to identify also polygons with suspiciously 
irregular and complex shape and convexity. The aim is to obtain, through the 
polygon, realistic and objective information of the shape of size of object, within 
resolution limits. 
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Figure 9: Concept of land cover phenomenon, land co ver observation, and land cover 
representation, Milenov, Devos , JRC, European Commission  

 
• In order to ensure further simplification, the following checks should be 

performed: 
- Only straight lines will be allowed for a connection between two points. This 

means that no complex plane curves, such as arc or splines, will be 
accepted; 

- The minimum distance between two points of a line or polygon will be 
checked if above or equal 1 meter. This means that  the minimum width of a 
rectangular reference parcel will be 1 meter; 

• The entire dataset will be checked for overlay of/overlap between polygons; 
polygon crossing (self-overlapping); and gaps/holes between polygons 
(especially in the contact zones between urban and rural land). 
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4.5 Implementation of Digitisation and Photointerpretation Rules 
 
The verification of the digitisation and photointerpretation rules should comprise a series 
of visual (or semi-automated, if possible) checks on different properties of the spatial and 
alphanumeric information extracted from the reference DOP.  Each item (physical block 
and associated landscape features) of the selected random sample should be subject to 
the following checks: 
 
1. Verification whether the reference parcel is designed correctly. This implies a check 

of the correctness of polygon boundaries or lines representing the reference parcel  
(for ex. physical blocks) and associated landscape features against the reference 
digital orthophoto (DOP). The first and most important check is related to the 
compliance of each reference parcel to the type adopted for the given LPIS 
implementation. Each reference parcel should represent a homogeneous piece of 
agricultural land demarcated by well visible and relatively stable boundaries of land 
cover or land use. MS Administration can provide a comprehensive list of land 
features and elements as candidates for such boundary limits, categorized in three 
different groups based on their temporal stability. It should be noted that often the 
temporal stability of a land feature affects its visibility – paved roads that are part of 
the transport infrastructure have usually better interpretability than narrow field 
margins. The EQC team should check if the land features were properly selected, 
identified and digitised. The maximum acceptable deviation of 1 meter between the 
digitised line and the actual course of the boundary as visible on the orthophoto will 
be checked as well. It should be noted that the physical block, as “specialization” of 
the production block, should enclose as much as possible pure agricultural land. For 
this reason, the actual course of the boundary would be expected to follow the side 
of the land feature inner to the reference parcel, and not the centreline of the feature. 
An exception can be made for very narrow features that form a boundary of 
neighbouring reference parcels. 
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Figure 10: Physical block shown in yellow. As it is  a specialization of the production 
block, the boundary of the reference parcel is exac tly at the line separating the 
agricultural and non-agricultural land. On the cont rary, the pink line that follows the axis 
of the bush strip, is probably inherited from cadas tre (see the enlargement in the upper 
left corner), LPIS QA Bulgaria Milenov, Ilieva, LPI S workshop, Baveno, 2013  

 

The requirement of “one meter offset” implies a certain level of information content 
available on the reference orthoimage. The correct evaluation whether a line is 
drawn or not within a meter of the observed land feature on the orthoimage depends 
on the degree of “quantization” during acquisition and processing of the input image 
data (ground sampling distance, bit depth of DN values); acquisition parameters 
(field of view, time of flight, illumination) and image processing approach 
(resampling, compression, rescale). For example, line of trees planted along the 
reference parcel border might prevent a clear view on the borderline, thus leaving 
room for subjective interpretation from both the operator and controller on the exact 
location the line should be drawn. 
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Figure 11: Influence of viewing angles and ground sampling dis tances on the image, 
Milenov, LPIS-day, JRC Workshop, Ispra, 2010 

 

This is also valid in case of occlusion of the land created by tall and massive build-
up structures, especially when satellite data is used due to its more oblique field of 
view during image acquisition. Also shadow can be a major obstacle; however it can 
often help the identification of the base of the land features. The EQC team should 
explore the potential of using shadow areas to enhance the interpretability, providing 
that the orthoimage has sufficient spatial and radiometric resolution. 
 
Boundaries of the linear features associated with the reference parcel should be 
verified whether they follow accurately the limits of the land feature they represent. 
For features less than 2 meters wide a check should be made whether the line 
representing the linear feature is along its axis.  
If above 2 meters, the linear feature can be always represented by two lines on both 
sides of the feature. In addition, linear features with a width above 1 meter could be 
identified with double line, if such portrayal rules are established, which means that 
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linear features below 2 meters are drawn with a single line, but then represented in 
the symbol set as a double line if above 1 meter. If the area of these features has to 
be accounted for, the area value can be estimated through the feature length 
multiplied by 2 and stored in a dedicated attribute field. 
 

The correct identification of the limit of the reference parcel and the position of the 
correspondent polygon line is highly influenced by the nature of the land features or 
line elements. While the majority of land features with high temporal stability (first 
group) can be easily detected on the single orthoimage, for the correct detection of 
the less stable and less visible land features, additional sources of information, such 
as cadastre or other supplementary images acquired in different period might be 
needed to confirm their assumed presence. For the inspection of the quality of 
photointerpretation and for assisting the LPIS digitisation itself, the EQC team 
should take into account and assess the usability of all possible sources of 
information, such as: cadastral data; official topographic maps; COPERNICUS Core 
datasets (CORE 01 and CORE 03 archives); GIO high-resolution layers; image data 
from Sentinel-1 (if available); Google Earth and StreetView; etc. These information 
sources can be also particularly helpful for the identification of the natural land 
features (land cover types, having higher seasonal variability. For those specific 
cases (border line obscured by tree crowns), where none of the information sources 
can depict properly the situation on the ground, field visits on site (rapid field visits) 
may be suggested. They have to follow the guidance given by JRC in the ETS v.5.3. 
 

 

Figure 12: Two images showing the same parcel, acquired in dif ferent years and 
viewing conditions. A longer tree shadow is present  on the left image. Both images 

complement each other with different information on  the same piece of land, Further 
Upgrade of LPIS and IACS in FYROM, Final workshop, Skopje, 2013 

 
The verification whether the reference parcel inspected follows well identifiable and 
relatively stable line features of borderline between land features on the ground is a 
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critical one, as it provides information about the correctness of the reference parcel 
design. 
 

Occasionally, a verification of the visual scale applied by the operators during the 
digitisation of reference parcel boundaries is required. It should be noted that such 
checks cannot be performed by inspecting the sample of the reference parcel 
delivered in the batch as this doesn’t give indication of the settings of the processing 
environment used by the operator digitising the LPIS. The applied scale during 
digitisation can be indirectly “evaluated” by inspecting the density of polygon points 
or the minimum mappable object presented, however a random check of the GIS 
environment at the premises of the LPIS operators or contractors is the best option. 

 

2. Once the limits of the reference parcel are identified, the presence of agricultural and 
non-agricultural features should be checked within the area represented by the 
reference parcel. This will include all individual agricultural land cover features larger 
than or equal to 0.1 ha, in order to ensure that no agricultural area that can be 
considered eligible is excluded. The mapping of all individual non-agricultural land 
cover features larger than or equal to 0.1 ha will be checked as well. The contribution 
in terms of area of linear features less than 1 meter wide will not be counted.  
 

3. Last, but not least, the reference parcel should be checked for its size and the 
number of agricultural parcels that it contains - both should be reasonable. A 
maximum allowed number of agricultural parcels within a single reference parcel and 
the maximum area can be specified by the photointerpretation guide, according to 
the specification of the LPIS digitisation project and JRC guidelines. Although 
considered simple, this verification should be performed with great care. During the 
creation and update of the reference parcels a balance must be reached between 
the number of agricultural parcels they contain (respectively the reference parcel 
size) and the stability of the (semi-)permanent land features used as limits of the 
reference parcel. Land boundaries should be taken into consideration, in decreasing 
order of temporal stability until at least the maximum number of agricultural parcels 
(and area) enclosed by the given reference parcel is reached. In some cases this 
maximum number will be met only if relatively temporal boundaries between the 
agricultural parcels – field margins, grass strips or different crops – are used as 
reference parcel boundaries.  In such case, it will be important to guarantee that the 
boundary of the physical block does not cut or cross agricultural parcels. 
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•  

Figure 13: Different cropping patterns in Turkey, S aray, Province of Konya, ESA Core Data 
Service 03 

 

4.6 Control procedure and sample methodology 
 
Only agricultural areas eligible under the CAP first Pillar (direct aids) and selected 
landscape features, as defined in the photo-interpretation guide, are usually subject to 
the detailed inspection for correct application of digitization and photointerpretation rules 
on randomly selected reference parcels, according to ISO 2859-1. In this respect, it 
should be pointed out that for all LPIS implementation, eligibility conditions will have to 
be revised in compliance with the Basic Payment Scheme, as laid down in Regulation 
1307/2013. Consequently some changes may be expected to occur concerning 
eligibility rules in the course of adopting the new regulation, although such changes 
depend on whether the particular country will use Single Payment or Single Area 
Payment schemes.  
There is also an important note to be made. As said above, the detailed visual 
inspection is performed only on those reference parcels found to be eligible during the 
LPIS digitalization. Therefore, it is assumed that during the process of LPIS digitalization 
all agriculture land was properly identified and no agriculture land is left unaccounted 
among the reference parcels enclosing non-agriculture land. LPIS contractors are 
encouraged to pay attention to the proper detection of agriculture land, applying if 
possible semi-automated techniques for quick initial land cover inventory. 
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Figure 14: Detection of land in good agriculture co ndition in South East Bulgaria from 
RapidEye imagery using automated approach, Tasdemir , Milenov, JRC Study, 2009  

 
 
In the section below, the EQC team outlines the main elements of the inspection and 
control procedure, together with the methodology for selection of statistically 
representative sample, and proposal regarding the conditions for acceptance/rejection 
of the data delivered. Methodology is largely based on the guidance document and 
specifications of JRC. 
 

4.6.1 Sampling procedure 
 
ISO 2859-1 provides the operational and technical framework of the sampling procedure 
(lot-by-lot inspection) that needs to be followed. Its purpose is to induce a producer 
(supplier) through the economic and psychological pressure of non-acceptance of a 
given batch delivered  (lot) to maintain a process average at least as good as the 
specified acceptance quality limit, while at the same time providing an upper limit for the 
risk to the consumer of accepting the occasional poor delivered batch (lot ). It is also 
intended to be used for a continuing series of lots (batches) that are long enough to 
allow the application of the rules for switching rules between different modes (severities) 
of inspection. 
 
According to ISO, the Lot is a multitude of produced items of a single type manufactured 
under uniform conditions at essentially the same time. In our case, the produced items 
are the reference parcels created during the digitalization of the LPIS. Usually the units 
of delivery of the mapped polygons are be based on the administrative districts 
(municipalities) on which the country is divided. Considering all above, EQC team can 
conclude that the batches (lots) delivered for inspection will be the digitized reference 
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parcels, holding eligible land located within a given district. It should be noted, that the 
current sampling procedure assumes that each of the landscape features is associated 
to a particular reference parcel and inspected together with it, and landscape features 
alone are not subject to a separate sampling procedure. 
 
Les assume for example that a country is covered with 957 districts and it has 5 000 – 
6000 reference parcels per district. Therefore, the average Lot size is expected to be 
between 3201 to 10 000 reference parcels. 
  
Unless otherwise specific at later stage, sampling plan is derived for normal inspection 
and general inspection level II. In such case, the sample of reference parcel to be 
checked per Lot is estimated to be 200 on average. This number can change depending 
on the size of the Lot, thus resulting in 125 (for Lot size < 3201) or 315 (for Lot size > 10 
000). Thus, we might expect around 200 000 – 250 000 reference parcel to be checked 
for the whole territory of that country. 
 
The EQC team should use the possibility given in the ISO 2859-1 to switch to a more 
“relaxed” inspection requiring reduced sample, if there is enough evidence that the 
production continuously meets the required quality standards and fulfils the conditions 
for such decision as laid down in the same ISO. However, the “switching rule” can apply 
also in opposite direction – if the production consecutively does not fulfil the quality 
requirements, the inspection can be tightened with an acceptance criterion that is 
stricter than the one applied for normal inspection. 
 

 
Figure 2: Schema of the switching rules (ISO 2859-1 ) 
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4.6.2 Inspection/control methodology 
 
The inspection methodology will be largely based on the workflow laid down in version 
5.3 of the Executable Test Suite (ETS) of the LPIS Quality Assessment (LPIS QA). In 
order to understand how the ETS approach can be implemented for the inspection and 
assessment of the LPIS digitalization and update, one should note the key differences 
between the LPIS QA and the inspection procedure: 
 
- The LPIS QA is designed to assess the ability of an operational LPIS to fulfil its 
obligations: 1) to provide unambiguous location of the land of the farmers; and 2) to 
quantity correctly the maximum eligible land within each reference parcel. This is a 
check of the “fitness for purpose” of a system already embedded in a well-established 
administrative process (within IACS). This is not the case with the current project, where 
the inspection aims to systematically check the process of initial of new production of 
LPIS on a given territory and country. 
- The LPIS QA assesses the whole LPIS as one Lot in isolation, if homogeneous 
in term of production and update (ISO 2859-2). It doesn’t aim to provide particular 
feedback to the producer, but to provide to the Administration sufficient information of 
the performance of the systems and the eventual risks to the EC fund and the farmers 
that arise from certain non-compliances. Contrary to that, the inspection procedure for 
this EQC project should be designed to provide a feedback to the producer to improve 
the production process during the LPIS creation. 
- In the scope of the LPIS QA, the ETS inspects the reference parcel with newly 
up-to-date orthoimages, which in the majority of cases is different than the orthoimage 
used for their creation and update. Also, the ETS doesn’t check the accuracy of the 
digitalization of the reference parcel boundaries, but checks its fitness for purpose by 
making a detailed inventory (requiring new mapping) of the area represented by the 
reference parcel. Contrary to that, the inspection procedure for this EQC project had to 
check the quality of the digitalization process by verifying the correctness of the work on 
the same orthoimage used for the creation of the reference parcels. 
- Last but not least, the ETS in the scope of LPIS QA is conducted on very limited 
sample of maximum 1250 reference parcels. This gives enough “room” for detailed re-
inventory of the elements of the reference parcels inspected. Contrary to that, the 
inspection procedure for this EQC project should inspect thousands of reference parcels 
within a very strict timeframe (maximum 30 days per Lot).  And this doesn’t account 
those cases where a re-inspection of a batch returned for correction is required. This 
almost excludes the option of inspection by remapping, as lad down in the core ETS 
procedure, and makes the visual inspection (similar to the 4-eye control of the ETS) the 
only feasible option. 
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Figure 16: Example of ETS inspection in the scope o f Bulgarian LPIS Quality Assessment, 

Milenov, Ilieva, LPIS Workshop Baveno, 2013  

 
Considering all above, the quality measures and the inspection procedure as laid down 
in ETS are revised and adapted to meet the requirements of the EQC project. The 
modifications are given in the Table 1 below (indicative draft proposal). 
 
Table 1 

Quality element in  
LPIS QA, ETS v.5.3 

Quality element in EQC 
of LPIS digitalization 

Further comments 

Feasibility for 
inspection 

This check is not 
applicable and relevant in 
the context of EQC of the 
LPIS digitalization. All 
reference parcels in the 
batch should be clearly 
within the scope of the 
inspection (only eligible 
reference parcels). All 
should have correct 
topology and there must 
be sufficient source 
information, as a basis 
for their creation that is 
made available to the 
EQC operator. In 

Checks A3 and T5 are not 
applicable, as such problems 
should not be present - they are 
already handled by the geometry 
and topology check. 
 T2, T4, C4, and F1 are not 
applicable, due to the fact that if 
the reference orthoimage is not 
sufficient for the parcel 
delineation, there will be either no 
reference parcel at all (this 
omission will be handled already 
by the topology and geometry 
check), or the reference parcel 
will be created on the basis of 
additional information used by the 
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summary, there should 
not be a skipping of the 
reference parcels 
allowed.  

LPIS Contractor. Such 
information should be provided to 
the EQC operator 
(supplementary orthoimagery, 
rapid field visits). 
S1 is not applicable as such 
scoping error is not possible in 
the context of such EQC project. 

Feasibility for 
measurement 

This check is transformed 
actually in a check for 
critical defects related to 
parcel design (further 
explained in table 2). By 
the applied definition of 
reference parcel, all 
reference parcels 
boundaries should match 
distinctive land features 
or follow well identifiable 
limits of land cover and/or 
land use. Furthermore 
they should enclose 
homogeneous 
agricultural land. If a 
certain reference parcel 
is found to deviate from 
that requirement, it will be 
further a subject to a 
check for critical defects. 
 

Depending on the severity of this 
non-compliance with the 
reference parcel design 
requirements, the parcel can be 
classified as having critical 
defect” 

- Invalid RP perimeter or 
Invalid RP common 
Boundary 

- Incomplete block 
Such reference parcels will 
not be further checked for 
the next 5 measures. 

RP true eligible area Check visually whether 
the maximum acceptable 
deviation between the 
digitized line and the 
actual course of the 
boundary is within 1 
meter. Check whether 
there is any agriculture 
land that is omitted. 

Only for parcels that passed the 
previous check “Feasibility for 
measurement”. The magnitude of 
the deviation between the 
reference parcel boundaries and 
the land features should be within 
the congruent threshold to be 
defined with Beneficiary. 

RP diversity Check visually whether 
the types of agriculture 
land cover are correctly 
assigned 

If the classification of the 
agriculture land during LPIS 
digitalization is limited to the 
Minimum Mapping Legend (point 
8.1.6 of ETS Annex III), but the 
eligibility profile holds more 
detailed list of land cover sub-
types, report if possible, the 
presence of the agriculture sub-
types on the area represented by 
the reference parcel.   

RP landscape 
features 

Check visually whether 
there are any landscape 
features that were 
omitted during the 
digitalization. 

The type of landscape features 
subject to this check should be 
further defined by the LPIS 
custodian in accordance with the 
guidance of ETS Annex III 

RP landscape Check visually whether According to the mapping 
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features area the landscape features 
were mapped correctly. 

specifications that have to be 
agreed with the Contracting 
Authority. Can be represented 
with polygon, line or point. 

RP Non-agriculture 
land cover features 

Check visually whether 
the non-agriculture land 
is correctly excluded from 
the area represented by 
the reference parcel. 
Check whether the linear 
features are mapped 
according to the 
specifications 

Optionally, a check of the correct 
classification of the non-
agriculture land cover types can 
be made. 

RP Critical defects Check visually whether 
the references parcel is 
subject to critical defect. 
Flag as non-conforming 
those reference parcels 
found to have at least 
one critical defect. 

See Table 2 for more details 

RP Area purity Flag as area non-
conforming those 
reference parcels: 

1. that were found 
not compliant with 
the 1 meter 
requirement for 
boundary 
accuracy (RP true 
eligible area), or  

2. where associated 
landscape 
features were 
omitted or not 
mapped correctly 
(RP landscape 
feature area) 

3. were non-
agriculture land 
cover features 
more than 0.1 ha 
were omitted or 
not mapped 
correctly 

If the boundary of the reference 
parcel deviates (more than the 
accepted threshold) from its true 
position or agriculture land is 
omitted, there is a considerable 
possibility that the maximum 
eligible area is not calculated 
correctly. Same is valid if eligible 
landscape features or non-
agriculture features more than 
0.1 ha were not mapped 
correctly. 

RP ”contaminated” 
Reference Parcels 

Flag as area non-
conforming those 
reference parcels that 
were found compliant 
with respect to the 
previous quality measure 
(RP Area purity), but 
where the linear features 
less than 1 meters were 
not mapped correctly. 
 

The list of these non-agriculture 
linear features should be agreed 
with the LPIS custodian and 
should be part of the 
photointerpretation guide. If 
agreed, some waivers to 
vindicate such omissions found 
can be applied. 

RP cause of non- Indicated if possible the The following causes can be 
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conformity cause of the non-
conformity. 

applied (if sufficient information is 
available): 
 

- revised eligibility rules 
due to change of 
regulation not applied 
correctly (in case  such 
changes occur in the 
course of the LPS 
digitalization project) 

- Incomplete processing 
(landscape features and 
linear features not 
mapped) 

- Erroneous processing 
(boundary of reference 
parcel not correct) 

- Incomplete LPIS design 
(presence of critical 
defect) 

 
 
Table 2 given below outlines the possible types of critical defects (indicative draft 
proposal) 
 
Table 2 

Type of Critical 
Defect  

Local Ground Conditions  Further comments  

Total absence of 
eligible features 

Reference parcel encloses 
purely non-agriculture land 

Whatever individual 
agriculture features were 
found, they are less than 0.05 
ha. 

Invalid RP 
perimeter or 
Invalid common 
RP boundaries 

None of the RP perimeter 
“prime” vertices, which outline 
the shape of the LUI, 
correspond to the observed 
ground truth (as visible 
through the existing land 
cover, land use features) 
OR 
The Land use / land cover 
counter-indicates the 
presence of common stable 
physical boundary between 
the inspected reference parcel 
and at least one of its 
neighbouring reference 
parcels.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The affected neighbouring 
reference parcels should hold 
eligible agriculture land 

Incomplete block  

 
The Land use / land cover 
counter-indicates the 
presence of a true stable 
physical boundary of the block  
AND  

This check could detect 
missing agriculture land that 
was not correctly accounted 
during the LPIS digitalization. 
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Figure 17: Example of Multi-parcel, LPIS QA, WikiCA P, JRC, 2014 

 

It is evident from the 
orthophoto that the 
neighbouring reference parcel 
enclose agriculture land, but 
is recorded as not eligible in 
the system  
AND  
This unaccounted agriculture 
land accounts for more than 
10 percent or 2000m2 
(whichever is LARGER) of the 
area of the reference parcel 
inspected.  
 

Multi-parcel The inspected reference 
parcel contains a number of 
agriculture parcels that 
exceeds the maximum 
allowed 
OR   
The inspected reference 
parcels is an amalgamate of 
distinct land units which 
according to the adopted 
reference parcel design 
should have been processed 
separately. 

As there are no specific 
requirements in the ToR for 
the maximum size of the 
reference parcel and number 
of agriculture parcel, the 
requirements can be derived 
from Table 1 of JRC 
document “Parcel 
Identification System  
Creation and/or Updating” 
(JRC IPSC/G03/P/SKA/ska 
D(2005)(4560)) 
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Figure 18: Example of block interpretation paramete rs (Table 1 of JRC 

IPSC/G03/P/SKA/ska D(2005)(4560))  

 
The inspection of the quality of photo-interpretation should be organized in a way to 
guarantee that the quality report is provided to the operator’s teams or contractor within 
the agreed time period from data upload and written notification from the uploader.  This 
requires a very tight schedule of work, which includes data preparation, inspection, 
analysis and reporting.  It is however feasible, providing that the inspection and control 
are and can be conducted in the office alone. Certainly, there might be cases when the 
EQC operator cannot decide with the required degree of certainty on the basis of the 
reference data, whether the digitalization is correct or not. In such cases, the following 
option can be used: 
- Check whether the digitalization operator used supplementary data that was not 
provided for the EQC 
- Consult another colleague for second opinion 
 
If a decision cannot be made, the reference parcel will be flagged a non-conformant with 
a cause for non-conformity “Erroneous processing”, and further comment that there is 
not enough evidence from the reference data that the digitalization is correct. No 
systematic field inspections from EQC team are foreseen in such cases. However some 
sporadic and isolated field observations of a particular land cover phenomenon or 
pattern, which clarification can have significant impact on the whole photointerpretation, 
can be conducted. 
 
During the preparatory phase of the project, EQC team should discuss and agree with 
the LPIS contractors and the LPIS custodian the details spatial and alphanumeric 
information that need to be collected during the EQC of the LPIS digitalization and 
reported. This includes also the method of indicating the location of particular error 
found or any other particular observation. The guidance and recommendation of ISO 
19156 – Observation and Measurements and 19157 – Geographic information – Data 
Quality can be consulted. 
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Figure 19: Rapid Field Visits in Scotland. Part of the reference parcel is extended toward 
the forest patch. There is no evidence from above o n the presence of agricultural land 

beneath the trees unless an observation on site is made. From the ground picture (the one 
up) it is evident that there is a presence of grass  that is grazed, Milenov, Wirnhardt, 

Control Workshop, JRC, Varese, 2011 

 

4.6.3 Acceptance decisions and reporting 
 
The result of the inspection methodology as described above will be a series of 
observations for each reference parcel and a decision for each parcel whether it is 
conforming or not (inspection by attribute) with respect to the two main quality elements: 
 
1. Correctness of the eligible area and correct mapping of ineligible features within 
the reference parcel (equals quality element QE2 from the LPIS QA);  
2. Correctness of reference parcel design (equals quality element QE4 from the 
LPIS QA) 
 
The extent of nonconformity can be expressed in terms of nonconformities per 100 
items (number of nonconformities in the sample divided by the sample size). Each 
reference parcel may have one or more non-conformities, as the inspection involves 
evaluation of more than one quality characteristic. 
 
In order to decide whether a particular Lot can be accepted or not, the resulted number 
of non-conformities per 100 should be compared against the acceptance numbers for 
each quality element. These numbers depend on the specific values of the Acceptance 
Quality Limit (AQL). AQL is the quality level that is the worst tolerable process average 
when a continuing series of lots is submitted for acceptance sampling. It is an 
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expression for the desired process output (producer’s perspective) and it is expected to 
be worse than the process average in order to avoid excessive rejection of the system. 
AQL shall be specified by the LPIS custodian. It can be assumed that the AQLs should 
be in line with the quality expectations laid down in LPIS QA, which are not expressed in 
AQL but in LQ (Limiting Quality). LQ is the expression of the worst quality lot accepted 
(consumer’s perspective) and is in general 3 times worse than the AQL.  
 
In the context of the LPIS QA, the expectation with respect to QE4 (critical defects) is 
zero critical defects in the LPIS. The limiting quality (in percent nonconforming parcels) 
is set to 2% as in the threshold for serious error in the Court of Auditors DAS 
methodology. 2% is the materiality threshold acknowledging that underlying transactions 
of any public or private administration can rarely be absolutely free from all errors, and 
that a degree of tolerance in their accuracy is therefore acceptable. 
 
The expectation with respect to QE2 (area based non-conformities) is an arbitrary value 
of 5% serving as indicator/alert function.  It results in LQ of 12.5% set up by the 
European Commission 
 
Taking into account the relation between the AQL and LQ, and Tables 1 and 2A from 
ISO 2859-1, the following acceptance numbers are derived for a Lot of 3201 to 10 000 
reference parcels (sample code letter L) with normal sampling procedure and general 
inspection level II: 
 
Table 3 Acceptance number proposed 
 
Quality element LQ (%) AQL (%) Acceptance 

number 
Rejection 
number 

QE4 2 0.65 3 out of 200 4 out of 200 
QE2 12.5 4.00 14 out of 200 15 out of 200 
 
If for a given Lot the EQC team finds non-conformities less or equal the acceptance 
numbers, the Lot is accepted. However, the non-conforming parcels and all observation 
made will be anyway provided as quality control report to the digitization contractor. The 
latter has to correct the non-conforming parcels found and retransmit the corrected data 
back to the EQC team, who will execute new quality control on the corrected data and 
will further pass the corrected lot to the LPIS custodian. 
 
If for a given Lot the EQC team finds non-conformities equal or greater the rejection 
numbers, the Lot is rejected. All non-conforming parcels and all observation made will 
be provided as quality control report to the digitization contractor. The latter has to check 
and correct the entire Lot and retransmit the corrected Lot back to the EQC team, who 
will execute new full quality control on the revised data, based on a newly derived 
sample. The process can be repeated until the desired acceptance numbers are 
reached. 
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Together with the quality report, the EQC team will provide an ETS scoreboard similar to 
the one required under Commission Regulation 1122/2009. Table 4 outlines the LPIS 
QA Quality Elements and highlights those that can be provided. It should be pointed out 
that the meaning of the Quality element for the EQC of the LPIS digitalization is different 
than the initial quality elements applied in the LPIS Quality Assessment. 
 
The series of quality elements that are considered essential for the LPIS to be able to 
perform its role include: 
o QE1: a correct quantification of the truly eligible area within the LPIS as a system; 
o QE2: rate of reference parcels with incorrectly recorded eligible area or 

“contaminated” with ineligible features; 
o QE3: categorization of non-conforming reference parcels; 
o QE4: rate of reference parcels with critical detects; 
o QE5: ratio of declared area with respect to the recorded area of the reference 

parcels; 
o QE6: cumulative rate of non-conforming reference parcel due to unaccounted land 

change 
o QE7: rate of irregularities found during on-the-spot checks 
 
Table 4 Proposed ETS scoreboard 
LPIS QA Quality 
Element 

Can it be provided? 
(Yes/No) 

Threshold? Reason 

QE1 (Maximum eligible 
area) 

No N/A QE1 doesn’t have real 
meaning in the context of this 
project. This quality element 
is strongly related with the “fit 
for purpose” assessment. 

QE2 (area based non-
conformities) 

Yes Yes Express the number of 
digitized reference parcels 
with potentially incorrect value 
of the maximum eligible area 

QE 3 (categorization of 
non-conforming RPs) 

Yes No 
(informative) 

Express the number of 
causes for non-conformities 
listed per category.  The list of 
non-conformities is different 
than the one in LPIS QA 

QE 4 (critical defects) Yes Yes Express the number of 
digitized reference parcels 
with inappropriate design 

QE5 (Total declared 
area) 

No N/A Not applicable due to lack of 
data on farmer declarations 

QE 6 (cumulated rate) No  N/A Not applicable due to lack of 
cause for non-conformity 
“Change of land not applied” 

QE7 (Rate of 
irregularities) 

No  N/A Not applicable due to lack of 
OTS checks 
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5 Appendix 1 – Classification and photointerpretation rules 

for land cover types subject to functional mix 
 

5.1 Land cover modelling of urbanized areas 
In general urbanized areas may be classified in two major categories - dense urban 
mosaic structure and loose-textures urban structure. 
Most of the small villages fall within the class of loose-textures urban structures. On the 
other hand, significant differences might be observed also in such small settlements.  
 

 
Figure 20 K.Milenov, P.Mlenov, N.Tzvetkova. Example  of the Bulgarian Danube river area, 

developed under the flagsip project SPATIAL(MIS ETC  171) 

 

On Figure 20, polygon 1 delimits land cover which which can be considered a 
functional mix  and meet the class "loose-textured urban structure." Polygon 2 is a 
cartographical mix  - it contains a well-defined individual and independent of other 
objects with different land cover - arable land, natural (and / or artificial) grass and 
artificial area. Another possible interpretation of this cartographic mix can be also 
possible having the following structure: arable land, natural (and / or artificial) grass and 
loose-textured urban structure (class which is functional mix may be a component of 
cartographic mix equally with “pure” classes). 
It is true that in polygon 1, the components of the functional mix rates vary among 
themselves in different parts. Subdivision of this range of individual sites with respect to 
the different components in the mix would provide additional relevant information in 
terms of the degree of urbanization, however this goes beyond the scope and purpose 
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of the reference land cover layer for territorial development at regional level.  
 
NOTE: Polygon one can "split” in different parts only if it is determined that: 
- It has to have an individual and distinct land cover objects belonging to a class of 
legend that are  larger than the minimum cartographical unit; 
- There are well defined zones of cartographical mix. 
 

 
Figure 21 K.Milenov,P.Mlenov, N.Tzvetkova. Example of the Bulgarian Danube river area, 

developed under the flagsip project SPATIAL(MIS ETC  171) 

 
The figure above present a major problem in classification of urbanized areas - there are 
many zones, especially in small villages of the city suburbs, where the percentage of the 
built or clearly urbanized territory is below 30%.  The above example (highlighted in blue 
polygon) is a cartographical mix - arable land, natural (and / or artificial) grass and 
loose-texture urban structure. 
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Figure 22 K.Milenov,P.Mlenov, N.Tzvetkova. Example of the Bulgarian Danube river area, 

developed under the flagsip project SPATIAL(MIS ETC  171) 

 
In the example shown on Figure 20, the loose textured urban “fabric” could be 
divided into two classes - first with a percentage of actual territory between 30-
50% (which will cover polygon 2) and a second at a rate of between 50-80% up, 
which will cover polygon 1, and all central parts of the villages. 
It is preferable to be defined as cartographical mix and not as new sub-classes 
functional mix in the legend. Different percentages built/urbanized territory as 
long as it is interconnected to other types of land cover is not sufficient factor for 
the creation of new classes under the common CBC methodology. Defining a 
new class functional mix in urban areas is justified only if it represents a “specific 
and different from the others environment and quality of life”. Generally, in the 
case of villages, regardless of the different percentage of buildings and 
constructions, "environment and quality of life" conditions throughout the area of 
the village can be the same. 
 
 
 

 


